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Trending2 hours ago


54-year-old woman’s dance wins hearts online, social media users say wow

In the video, Saini is seen dressed in a traditional saree, gracefully moving to the beats. She won the hearts...
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Latest Politics News3 hours ago


BJP’s Meerut candidate Arun Govil faces backlash on social media after video of his interaction with reporter goes viral

In the viral video shared on X, the reporter asked in Hindi about the public issues Arun Govil will try...
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Cricket news11 hours ago


IPL 2024: Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Nitish Kumar Reddy help Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Punjab Kings by 2 runs

PBKS needed 29 runs in the last over bowled by Jaydev Unadkat, SRH dropped 3 catches as Ashutosh and Shashank...
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Cricket news1 day ago


Mohammed Shami shares video on his recovery after surgery on injured ankle

In a video circulating on social media Shami can be seen wearing a yellow-coloured T-shirt and black shorts and he...
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Entertainment1 day ago


Bade Miyan Chote Miyan And Maidaan release postponed, Akshay Kumar and Ajay Devgn film to clash on April 11

The two films which were scheduled to release on Eid, Bade Miyan Chote Miyan and Maidaan, on April 10 will...
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Entertainment1 day ago


Maidaan critics review: Ajay Devgn starrer is power packed, says Trade analyst Taran Adarsh

Ajay Devgan starrer Maidaan, which was earlier scheduled to release on April 10, will now release on April 11.
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Trending1 day ago


Korean singers sing qawwali, video goes viral

The video was captured at a special Ramadan qawwali event in Seoul, where Korean singers passionately performed qawwali songs.
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Cricket news1 day ago


Ravindra Jadeja teases crowd by coming out to bat before MS Dhoni during CSK vs KKR match, video goes viral

CSK's Ravindra Jadeja pranked fans at the Chepauk Stadium by walking out to bat ahead of MS Dhoni
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Cricket news1 day ago


IPL 2024: Chennai Super Kings beat Kolkata Knight Riders by 7 wickets

The Chennai Super Kings chased down the target with 14 balls to spare at M.A. Chidambaram Stadium after Kolkata was...
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Entertainment2 days ago


Happy Birthday Jeetendra: Bollywood star celebrates 82nd birthday

Ekta, Tusshar and Jeetendra shared pictures and videos from the birthday celebration. While Tushar shared the video on his Instagram...
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Entertainment2 days ago


Dhanush and Rajinikanth’s daughter Aishwarya file for divorce after 18 years of marriage

Dhanush and Aishwarya Rajinikanth tied knot in 2004, and after 18 years of married the two had field for a...
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Trending2 days ago


SEBI chairperson Madhabi Puri Buch visits IIM Ahmedabad, calls it her maayka

Promila Agarwal welcomed back GM Ms Madhabi to IIM Ahmedabad. Madhabi replied that IIM Ahmedabad is her maayka. Ye toh...
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Latest Politics News2 days ago


Sanjay Dutt denies joining any party ahead of Lok Sabha elections, urges fans not to believe rumours

Sanjay Dutt cleared the rumours of entering politics
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India News7 hours ago


BJP launches campaign song ahead of upcoming Lok Sabha elections

The BJP said that the song has been sung in 12 different languages. 
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India News9 hours ago


Raj Thackeray says MNS is giving unconditional support to Prime Minister Narendra Modi and NDA

The MNS chief spoke at his party’s Gudi Padwa rally and he also declared support for Prime Minister Narendra Modi...
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India News1 day ago


AAP to move Supreme Court challenging the Delhi High Court order that rejected CM Arvind Kejriwal’s plea against his arrest

Saurabh Bharadwaj said that they respect the institution of the High Court but they respectfully submit that the party does...
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India News4 hours ago


BJP releases 10th candidate list of 7 seats in Uttar Pradesh, 1 seat each in Chandigarh and West Bengal for Lok Sabha elections

BJP dropped sitting MP Kirron Kher from Chandigarh who was replaced by Sanjay Tandon in her place. Former Union Minister...
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India News6 hours ago


US envoy Eric Garcetti praises India, says he is privileged to see the country’s developmental journey

The US envoy was speaking to the media while attending the Impact & Innovation: 25 Years of Making Development a...
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India News1 day ago


Liquor policy case: Delhi high court rejects Arvind Kejriwal’s plea challenging his arrest by ED

The High Court said that Arvind Kejriwal's arrest and remand by the ED was not illegal.
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India News1 day ago


AAP Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Singh meets Punjab CM Bhagwant Mann in Chandigarh

At Bhagwant Mann's residence, the two AAP leaders shared a warm hug while Sanjay Singh was also seen lifting the...
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India News1 day ago


Chief Election Commissioner Rajiv Kumar gets Z-category security cover amid threats

Centre has increased Chief election commissioner Rajiv Kumar's security for his safety in the election season.
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India News1 day ago


Maharashtra Vikas Aghadi finalises seat sharing formula, NCP(SP) gets 10, Congress 17, Shiv Sena (UBT) 21

The seat sharing plan was announced by NCP (SP) chief Sharad Pawar, Shiv Sena (UBT) leader Uddhav Thackeray and state...
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India News1 day ago


Lok Sabha elections: EC to install GPS tracking system in vehicles used for polls

Ahead of the Lok Sabha elections, Election Commission has decided to set up every car used for voting in West...
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India News2 days ago


Liquor policy case: Enforcement Directorate questions Kejriwal’s PA, AAP MLA Durgesh Pathak

 Durgesh Pathak, the 35-year-old AAP MLA from Rajinder Nagar constituency, is understood to have been called by the Enforcement Directorate...
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Cricket news2 days ago


IPL 2024: Rohit Sharma’s inspirational speech after MI’s first win goes viral

Hardik Pandya-led Mumbai Indians on Sunday, registered their first win in the ongoing season of TATA IPL 2024.
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India News2 days ago


Kangana Ranaut says she does not consume beef and she is a proud Hindu

Kangana Ranaut took to X and posted that she does not consume beef or any other kind of red meat....
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Entertainment2 days ago


Akshay Kumar to debut in Tollywood, to feature in Vishnu Manchu-helmed Kannappa

The Kannappa cast, which stars Mukesh Kumar Singh as Vishnu Manchu, is getting bigger. The recent actor to be picked in...
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Entertainment2 days ago


Crew Box office collection: Kriti Sanon, Tabu and Kareena Kapoor Khan starrer crosses Rs 100 crore worldwide

Crew is slowly inching towards crossing towards Rs 60 crore at the domestic box office. Crew is among the 5...
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Entertainment2 days ago


Allu Arjun starrer Pushpa 2 teaser out, fans hails actor’s saree look

The Sukumar-helmed film will hit realse in the cinema halls on August 15 globally.
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Latest Politics News3 hours ago


BJP’s Meerut candidate Arun Govil faces backlash on social media after video of his interaction with reporter goes viral

In the viral video shared on X, the reporter asked in Hindi about the public issues Arun Govil will try...
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India News4 hours ago


BJP releases 10th candidate list of 7 seats in Uttar Pradesh, 1 seat each in Chandigarh and West Bengal for Lok Sabha elections
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India News7 hours ago


BJP launches campaign song ahead of upcoming Lok Sabha elections
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Latest Politics News3 days ago


Congress reacts to BJP claims over 2 lakh people joined party in Madhya Pradesh
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Latest Politics News4 days ago


Former Congress chief Sonia Gandhi accuses PM Modi of tearing apart country’s dignity, says Opposition leaders being forced to join BJP
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Latest Politics News4 days ago


PM Modi says BJP is now India’s preferred party on its foundation day
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Latest Politics News5 days ago


After PM Modi, Chhattisgarh Congress leader now attacks Navin Jindal
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India News5 days ago


Rajasthan: Prime Minister Narendra Modi says development work carried out in past 10 years is just like an appetizer and main course is yet to come.
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India News5 days ago


AAP Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Singh says a big conspiracy has taken place to put Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal behind bars
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Entertainment1 day ago


Bade Miyan Chote Miyan And Maidaan release postponed, Akshay Kumar and Ajay Devgn film to clash on April 11
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Entertainment1 day ago


Maidaan critics review: Ajay Devgn starrer is power packed, says Trade analyst Taran Adarsh
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Entertainment2 days ago
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Entertainment2 days ago
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Entertainment2 days ago


Akshay Kumar to debut in Tollywood, to feature in Vishnu Manchu-helmed Kannappa
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Entertainment2 days ago


Crew Box office collection: Kriti Sanon, Tabu and Kareena Kapoor Khan starrer crosses Rs 100 crore worldwide
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Cricket news11 hours ago


IPL 2024: Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Nitish Kumar Reddy help Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Punjab Kings by 2 runs

PBKS needed 29 runs in the last over bowled by Jaydev Unadkat, SRH dropped 3 catches as Ashutosh and Shashank...
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Cricket news1 day ago


Mohammed Shami shares video on his recovery after surgery on injured ankle
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Cricket news1 day ago


Ravindra Jadeja teases crowd by coming out to bat before MS Dhoni during CSK vs KKR match, video goes viral
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Cricket news2 days ago


IPL 2024: Lucknow Super Giants clinch victory by 33 runs, as Yash Thakur takes five-wicket haul against Gujarat Titans
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Cricket news3 days ago


Anil Kapoor reacts to Rajasthan Royal player Jos Buttler’s hilarious recreation of iconic scene from movie Nayak
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LATEST SPORTS NEWS4 days ago


UK PM Rishi Sunak shares video of him playing cricket with James Anderson, England reacts  
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Cricket news4 days ago


IPL 2024: Aiden Markram’s half century, Abhishek Sharma’s quickfire cameo helps Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Chennai Super Kings by 6 wickets
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Cricket news5 days ago


IPL 2024: Delhi Capitals’ Kuldeep Yadav advised rest as precautionary measure for groin injury
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Cricket news5 days ago


PBKS owner Preity Zinta breaks silence on Shashank Singh auction controversy, says never stop believing in yourself
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Latest Politics News3 hours ago


BJP’s Meerut candidate Arun Govil faces backlash on social media after video of his interaction with reporter goes viral

In the viral video shared on X, the reporter asked in Hindi about the public issues Arun Govil will try...
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India News7 hours ago


BJP launches campaign song ahead of upcoming Lok Sabha elections
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Latest Politics News3 days ago


Congress reacts to BJP claims over 2 lakh people joined party in Madhya Pradesh
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PM Modi says BJP is now India’s preferred party on its foundation day
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After PM Modi, Chhattisgarh Congress leader now attacks Navin Jindal
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India News5 days ago


Rajasthan: Prime Minister Narendra Modi says development work carried out in past 10 years is just like an appetizer and main course is yet to come.
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India News5 days ago


AAP Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Singh says a big conspiracy has taken place to put Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal behind bars
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Entertainment1 day ago


Maidaan critics review: Ajay Devgn starrer is power packed, says Trade analyst Taran Adarsh
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Crew Box office collection: Kriti Sanon, Tabu and Kareena Kapoor Khan starrer crosses Rs 100 crore worldwide
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Cricket news11 hours ago


IPL 2024: Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Nitish Kumar Reddy help Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Punjab Kings by 2 runs

PBKS needed 29 runs in the last over bowled by Jaydev Unadkat, SRH dropped 3 catches as Ashutosh and Shashank...
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Cricket news3 days ago
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Latest Politics News3 hours ago


BJP’s Meerut candidate Arun Govil faces backlash on social media after video of his interaction with reporter goes viral

In the viral video shared on X, the reporter asked in Hindi about the public issues Arun Govil will try...
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India News4 hours ago
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India News7 hours ago


BJP launches campaign song ahead of upcoming Lok Sabha elections
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Crew Box office collection: Kriti Sanon, Tabu and Kareena Kapoor Khan starrer crosses Rs 100 crore worldwide
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IPL 2024: Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Nitish Kumar Reddy help Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Punjab Kings by 2 runs

PBKS needed 29 runs in the last over bowled by Jaydev Unadkat, SRH dropped 3 catches as Ashutosh and Shashank...
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Cricket news1 day ago


Ravindra Jadeja teases crowd by coming out to bat before MS Dhoni during CSK vs KKR match, video goes viral
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Cricket news2 days ago


IPL 2024: Lucknow Super Giants clinch victory by 33 runs, as Yash Thakur takes five-wicket haul against Gujarat Titans
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Cricket news3 days ago


Anil Kapoor reacts to Rajasthan Royal player Jos Buttler’s hilarious recreation of iconic scene from movie Nayak
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LATEST SPORTS NEWS4 days ago


UK PM Rishi Sunak shares video of him playing cricket with James Anderson, England reacts  
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Cricket news4 days ago


IPL 2024: Aiden Markram’s half century, Abhishek Sharma’s quickfire cameo helps Sunrisers Hyderabad beat Chennai Super Kings by 6 wickets
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Cricket news5 days ago


IPL 2024: Delhi Capitals’ Kuldeep Yadav advised rest as precautionary measure for groin injury
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Cricket news5 days ago


PBKS owner Preity Zinta breaks silence on Shashank Singh auction controversy, says never stop believing in yourself
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RecommendedVideo3 years ago


Afghan Men Try To Hang With The Jet Engine Of The Aircraft in Kabul- Afghanistan News – Kabul News













videos3 years ago


Trending Top 10 News: 10000 Crore Fine on Flipkart, Apple to Launch Unique Feature, Hdfc Bank Job Ad
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videos3 years ago


Trending Top 10 News: Nokia 6310, Apple sales, Bachpan ka Pyar Video Kid, Dainik Bhaskar IT Raid
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videos3 years ago


Trending Top 10 News: Canada bans Indian flights, Rain in Delhi NCR, AIMIM Twitter hacked, Raj Kundra case
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videos3 years ago


Trending Top 10 News: Shein India, Apple New Service, Pocket Oxygen, Oppo Launched New Phone
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Tech6 days ago


Government agency warns of high severity vulnerability in Apple devices
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Tech1 month ago


Bill Gates hits the right chai note in insta reel, shares video
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Tech2 months ago


Xiaomi launches Redmi A3 smartphone in India, prices start Rs 7,299
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Tech3 months ago


Vivo launches latest X100 series, VivoX100 Pro is priced at Rs 89,999, Vivo X100 starts at Rs 63,999
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Tech5 months ago


Instagram new feature: Social Media users can now display song lyrics in reels
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India News6 months ago


India will lead world in area of 6G technology: PM Modi at India Mobile Congress
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India Legal

		





	Delhi High Court : No urgent listing on plea pertaining to stay against prayers at Mughal Mosque in Qutub Minar complex[image: Delhi High Court : No urgent listing on plea pertaining to stay against prayers at Mughal Mosque in Qutub Minar complex]Source: India Legal | Published: June 6, 2022 - 1:41 pm


	Allahabad High Court grants  conditional bail to Punjab National Bank manager[image: Allahabad High Court grants  conditional bail to Punjab National Bank manager]Source: India Legal | Published: June 6, 2022 - 1:14 pm


	Allahabad High Court dismisses petition by private company challenging seizure of its bank account by investigating officer[image: Allahabad High Court dismisses petition by private company challenging seizure of its bank account by investigating officer]Source: India Legal | Published: June 6, 2022 - 1:06 pm


	Bombay High Court gets two new judges[image: Bombay High Court gets two new judges]Source: India Legal | Published: June 6, 2022 - 12:14 pm


	POCSO court in Mumbai gives capital punishment to man convicted for brutal rape, murder of woman[image: POCSO court in Mumbai gives capital punishment to man convicted for brutal rape, murder of woman]Source: India Legal | Published: June 4, 2022 - 9:05 pm
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				APN News is today the most watched and the most credible and respected news channel in India. APN has been at the forefront of every single news revolution. The channel is being recognized for its in-depth, analytical reportage and hard hitting discussions on burning issues; without any bias or vested interests.
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Cricket news2 days ago


IPL 2024: Lucknow Super Giants clinch victory by 33 runs, as Yash Thakur takes five-wicket haul against Gujarat Titans

LSG reached a total of 163 for the loss of 5 wickets in 20 overs before successfully defending it by...
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India News2 days ago


PM Modi to start Maharashtra poll campaign today

PM Narendra Modi will address a massive rally in Maharashtra's Chandrapur district, ahead of the Lok Sabha election
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Latest Politics News3 days ago


Congress reacts to BJP claims over 2 lakh people joined party in Madhya Pradesh

Narottam Mishra had claimed that more than 2 lakh people, including 1.26 lakh on April 6 alone, had joined the...
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